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 While the world watched in disbelief as a
pandemic shook the foundation of all we knew
in 2020, Clifton-Fine Hospital took action. We
mobilized employees, ideas and resources to
catalyze the changes that were required of us.
 I have often been asked how unlucky I must feel
to have been a CEO at a time of crisis like this,
and my response has been exactly the opposite:
how LUCKY I am to be a CEO in a time of crisis.
 Crisis reveals character, and I could not be more
proud of how the CFH team pulled together to
navigate and thrive during this crisis.
 Despite all that we faced, we were able to
overcome many obstacles and accomplish
many goals.

“2020 The Year of the Nurse”
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While the World Health
Organization designated
2020 as the International
Year of the Nurse, CliftonFine Hospital recognizes the
year 2020 as a monumental
transformation.
Our nurses and direct care
staff have risen to the
challenges of the greatest
pandemic since the
influenza pandemic of
1918.
These “Heroes” have
stood strong and
united,
acknowledging the
challenges we
continue to face as
the Pandemic ebbs
and flows worldwide. Chelsea Snyder-Dennis,
Director of Nursing

“2020 The Year of the Nurse”
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We celebrate, acknowledge and appreciate
the contributions of our health care workers,
and we applaud their efforts to save and
preserve the lives of our patients from the
insidious foe of COVID-19.” -Chelsea Snyder-Dennis,

Director of Nursing

Meeting Community Needs
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First and foremost we prioritized what matters
most to us: our community.
 Increased Services
 When in-person visits were not possible, we created a
culture where our patients could feel connected through
integrating telemedicine in our primary care and
behavioral health clinic.
 This new and innovative approach to medicine provided
patients with health appointments, in-home visits and
timely follow-up phone calls.
 By expanding clinic hours to include weekends we have
been able to increase access to care
 Implemented “Talk with Your Doctor” for telemedicine
appointments in the Primary Care Clinic.
 Behavioral Health Telemedicine

 Outpatient Procedures in the Primary Care Clinic
(Transfusions, Joint Injections, Minor Procedures)
 COVID Resource Team, to include 24/7 Nurse Triage
services.
315-848-8049
 Expanded training and competencies for staff to perform
additional services, such as point of care testing in the
clinic.

Meeting Community Needs
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We were prepared! Thanks to our Emergency
Preparedness drills when the pandemic hit we sprung
into action, with EP Coordinator Lynne Backus to lead us.

With daily ‘Incident command’ calls we were able to keep up on
the ever-changing guidance and directives from the state so we
could train and educate staff on new protocols and processes.
We also committed to keeping the community well informed.
We established a 24/7 Resource line, new signage, Facebook
posts, weekly internal Newsletters and Bargain Hunter
communications.
TESTING
Thanks to the Wilderness
HealthCare Foundation –
the BIO-FIRE instrument
purchased allowed CFH to
perform Respiratory panel
tests in 2020.
Our lab also processed
over 400 swabs for Covid
testing.

COMMUNITY OUTREACH
Extensive community outreach
with community testing, flu and
COVID-19 vaccination PODs
(Point of Dispensing) have shown
to be a large success and
demonstrated our commitment
to serving our community.

Meeting Community Needs
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 “All Things COVID”

COVID-19 Vaccination PODs
 (Point of Dispensing)
 (Franklin County, Star Lake and Canton)

Car-side COVID Testing
COVID Resource Line, staffed with Clifton-Fine
Staff 24/7.
Deployed team to the Ranger School to conduct
COVID testing requirements.

Meeting Community Needs
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Although many community events and visitation were
limited, our amazing staff found creative ways to keep our
hospital connected to the community and our patients
connected to their loved ones.
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Meeting Community Needs

Supporting Star Lake Fire and Rescue
 CFH has partnered with Star Lake’s rescue
squad by allowing employees that are EMTs
(Emergency Medical Technicians) to respond to
rescue calls during the work day.
 Since the squad is purely volunteer having the
additional members able to respond during the
day has made a significant impact on their
ability to meet our community’s emergencies.

Meeting Community Needs
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New Emergency Department Addition
By the end 2021 CFH will break ground on a new 7300
sq. ft. addition that will include a new Emergency
Department and Out-Patient Radiology and
Laboratory Services

Engaged Work Force
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In 2020, we designed and implemented a new
provider delivery model and identified many key
positions that will ensure we can provide a wider
range of services for future financial growth. Through
this new delivery model, we were able to capture
steady in-patient admission growth and patient
satisfaction scores.

Engaged Work Force
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In addition, many shared governance models
took shape with the kick off of unit practice
councils, interdisciplinary team meeting,
employee engagement councils, and
resident/family council.

TEAMWORK AND
PROGRESS!

THANK YOU!

Engaged Work Force
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SINGLE ACCESS ENTRY POINT FOR STAFF &
PATIENTS (SECURITY & STAFF SCREENING)

Quality Care and Patient Safety
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 PATIENT CARE:
Implemented new
Emergency Department
module to our Electronic
Medical Record (EMR)
Evident/CPSI.

 Safety:

 More Safety

Quality Care and Patient Safety
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Organization and Communication are key to
delivering quality care and keeping patients safe.
 Two very effective initiatives were implemented
in 2020:

LEAN Six Sigma: a team-focused

managerial approach that seeks to improve
performance by eliminating waste.

Interdisciplinary Team Meetings
 This meeting has played an integral part in improving
communication, among all disciplines, concerning patient care. It
has also played a part in reducing falls and medication errors
during 2020. Often times, corrections are made on the spot, during
the meeting.
 All disciplines involved in the patient’s care participate in the weekly
meetings. Disciplines include the following: Primary Care, Hospitalists,
Nursing, Physical Therapy, Occupational Therapy, Wound Care,
Pharmacy, Infection Control, Behavioral Health, Case Management,
Financial Services, Quality and Compliance, among others, on an as
needed basis.
 Each week, a care plan review takes place for every patient admitted
to the nursing floor (observation, acute and short term swing/rehab).

Affiliation Strategies
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We continued to grow our relationship with our affiliation in
2020 and added the shared services of an Emergency
Department Director and Infection Prevention oversight.
With the shared services we began to realize the benefits
of having a partner when it comes to ensuring timely access
to a higher level of care for CFH patients, and the return of
those patients for post-acute care rehabilitation.

 Shared Services
 Emergency Department Director, Dr. Sarah Delaney
 Medical Director, Dr. Mario Victoria
 Infection Control/Prevention coordination, Ms. Karen Abare
RN BSN CIC
 Medical Imaging Oversight, Marie Pascolini
 Telemedicine for Specialty Services
 Pain Management
 Consultative Wound Services with Dr. Stillerman’s office
 Psychiatry Evaluations
 The donation of six EKG machines
 and the securement of cardiology services
to interpret the EKGs will facilitate the increased
service line of offering outpatient EKGs.

Affiliation Strategies
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 Partnership/Joint Leadership
 Weekly Case Management Call to discuss potential
transfers for swing bed services.
 Transfer Agreement (Emergency Department); allows for
lateral transfer of patients requiring a higher level of care
to SMC.

Contributions

Wilderness HealthCare Foundation
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Contributions
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Wilderness HealthCare Foundation

 The mission of the Wilderness
HealthCare Foundation is to
connect the generosity of our
communities with opportunities
to support the Clifton-Fine
Hospital to improve lives
through better health care
close to home.
 Proudly Supporting the CliftonFine Hospital for over 25 Years!
 The Wilderness HealthCare
Foundation, through continued
philanthropy and the
outpouring of generosity from
our community and extended
community, supports the
Clifton-Fine Hospital in their
mission to deliver Trusted Care,
Close to Home.
 We also support community
wellness and outreach in the
Clifton-Fine community as part
of our dedication to CliftonFine Hospital's strategic plan.

Contributions

Hospital Auxiliary
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 The Clifton-Fine Hospital Auxiliary supported the following
projects for Clifton-Fine Hospital for 2020:
 Purchased cushions for wheelchairs, to increase support
and comfort and decrease pressure points.
 Donated $400.00 to our volunteer Jodi Szlamczynski for
flowers for beautification of hospital grounds

 Contributed $500.00 to Annual Employee Holiday Luncheon
organized by Employee Experience Committee
 Contributed $400.00 to Holiday Prime Rib Dinner and Snacks for
the LTC Swing Residents, requested through Resident Council
 Purchased 7 Christmas Wreaths from Clifton Fine Lion’s Club to
decorate outside main entrance, Emergency entrance,
Lab/Radiology exit and out-patient PT building
 Donated $1000.00 to WHCF to assist with needed CF Hospital
equipment purchases

Contributions
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Hospital Auxiliary
 Purchased 15 Communication Boards
for patient rooms

 Clifton-Fine Hospital Auxiliary would also like to thank
any employees, hospital board members, WHCF
members and community members that helped to
support their Annual Calcutta Spaghetti Dinner
Fundraiser – COVID style and Annual 50-50
Scholarship Raffle, as they were unable to hold their
Annual Craft Fair secondary to COVID-19 restrictions
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